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GROUP EXECUTIVE MINUTES
(Full Agenda)
2nd May 2019

Chair: Robert Yorke Treasurer: Olive Ingram Secretary: Angela Johnson    
GSL: Philip Harnby

PRESENT:  Paul Taylor, Matthew Frost, Paul Allison, Cliff Laverick, Kath Yeomans and Ian Johnson.

APOLOGIES: Phil Harnby, Richard Ingram, Robert Yorke, Olive Ingram and Derek Newby 

As Rob was unable to attend, Ian chaired the meeting.

As there was not a quorum, those present agreed to continue, noting that no decisions could be made.
MINUTES OF THE MEETING held on 4th April 2019 - Not agreed. 

MATTERS ARISING – None

TREASURERS REPORT
Olive was unable to attend the meeting but had sent a report for Angela to read out.
Angela advised of the current financial situation for the Group and noted that two main payments have been made since 
the previous meeting to Unity Insurance of £684.30 and insurance for the mini bus of £989.27.
Gift Aid of £904.75 has been received for the 2014/15 financial year.
The Sectional accounts have been submitted, however the accounts for the Beaver Section will take time to sort out. Olive 
is hoping to have a further update at the June meeting.

a) Change of Bank Account – not discussed.
b) Account Signatories – not discussed
c) Gift Aid – Ian asked if all Sections could forward details of the membership subscriptions received from each 

member; Ian agreed to email all Sections with the relevant financial years he requires the information for.
d) Kath noted that she had donations towards the car park which she would arrange to get to the Treasurer.
e) Cliff advised he had received a letter from a solicitors regarding an unpaid bill in relation to the Fire Protection 

checks. They noted an amount of £142.04 as outstanding for the checks carried out on 16th September 2016 and 
14th September 2015. Angela agreed to check the minutes to see if any payment details had been recorded and 
Cliff agreed to check paperwork that he still held relating to the Group and to talk with the Treasurer regarding the 
matter. NB – After the meeting it was confirmed that the fire protection checks had been carried out on the 
specified dates and that no record of a payment could be found in the minutes. Olive has since received 
confirmation from Cliff that he cannot not find any reference to the amounts being paid and a cheque has been 
forwarded to the relevant company to clear the outstanding amount.

SECTIONAL REPORTS
Beavers 
Angela noted that the Beavers had been very busy, activities include attending a District Beaver Splodge at Hardwick Park, 
dressing up for World Book Day, making flowers for Mother’s Day, making Easter baskets and crispy cakes and decorating 
hats. Activity Badge work includes the Health and Fitness badge and the Reader badge.
Two Beavers have transitioned to the Cub Section and Kian Hedger and William Foster have received their Chief Scout 
Bronze Awards.
Cubs
Matthew noted the Cubs had made pancakes, attended St George’s Day, made fat balls for the birds, learnt about plastic 
and recycling, investigated Scouting from different countries and made pan pipes. Future events include a Cub Camp
Scouts 
No update



Explorers
Richard was unable to make the meeting but had sent a report for Angela to read out.
Richard noted that it had been a fairly quiet month with Easter causing a dip in attendance, the Explorers had been down to 
Bishop’s Park for a couple of nights and also in the hall which allowed a catch up with the Duke of Edinburgh progress. The 
Explorers had taken part in a County competition – Geoffrey Gordon Cup where both teams did very well. Future events 
include a group discussion to plan their own summer programme and activities.

GSL REPORT Including Adult Training and Leadership.
Phil was unable to make the meeting but has noted that there are some Appointment Reviews which he hopes to complete 
in the near future.

PR AND MARKETING OF THE GROUP
Paul Allison noted that contact has been made with numerous schools in the area and leaflets have been distributed to 
encourage recruitment. The three Sections have equally contributed to the cost of the leaflets. The Facebook  page has 
been created but is not yet live – Paul noted that it is waiting for agreement from the GSL.

RISK REGISTER – Nothing noted.

HEALTH AND SAFETY including Hall Maintenance
a) PAT testing – From Phil who noted this will be sorted by the next meeting.
b) Paul Taylor noted that the aluminium ladder requires new replacement feet and the current ones are cracking and 

disintegrating. Until fixed and for safety a warning notice advising do not use will be put on the ladders.

COMPOUND
Cliff noted that he had received the application form to complete in relation to the compound and the Enterprise Agency.
The Executive present agreed that at a previous meeting authority had been given for the grant to be applied for, however 
Cliff queried a question within the form asking whether planning permission has or has not been applied for.
Ian suggested that Rob and Phil be contacted to establish an answer to this question which would allow Cliff to submit the 
application. Paul Taylor also volunteered to contact the planning department to obtain an answer.

HALL HIRE
Phil had advised that the Hall has been hired for the 23rd May for the European Elections and asked if anyone would be 
available to open and close up on the day. The Scout Centre needs to be open at 6.30am and voting closes at 10.00pm.
Kath agreed to open up at 6.30am and Cliff will take care of closure. 

T-SHIRTS
From Richard’s notes – he is trying to track down the Beaver order forms in order to collate all the information so they can 
be ordered. Anyone still wanting a t-shirt, orders are required as soon as possible.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING – 6th June 2019
As there were insufficient members for the meeting to be quorate it was suggested and agreed by those present to change 
the next meeting in June to a full meeting instead of a specifics only agenda.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
a) Kath asked if it was possible for two individuals to share one parking permit, they were both prepared to donate to 

the group – after a brief discussion it was agreed to discuss at the next quorate meeting.

Next Group Executive Meeting Thursday, 6th June 2019 (full agenda) starting at 7.15pm at the Scout Centre. 
Future meetings will be held on 

6th June 2019 Full Agenda
4th July 2019 Specific Agenda 
1st August 2019 No Meeting
5th September 2019 Full Agenda
19th September 2019 Annual General Meeting
3rd October 2019 Specific Agenda 
7th November 2019 Full Agenda




